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Change in the magnitude and mechanisms of
global temperature variability with warming
Patrick T. Brown1*, Yi Ming2, Wenhong Li3 and Spencer A. Hill4,5
Natural unforced variability in global mean surface air temperature (GMST) can mask or exaggerate human-caused global
warming, and thus a complete understanding of this variability is highly desirable. Significant progress has been made in
elucidating the magnitude and physical origins of present-day unforced GMST variability, but it has remained unclear how such
variability may change as the climate warms. Here we present modelling evidence that indicates that the magnitude of lowfrequency GMST variability is likely to decline in a warmer climate and that its generating mechanisms may be fundamentally
altered. In particular, a warmer climate results in lower albedo at high latitudes, which yields a weaker albedo feedback on
unforced GMST variability. These results imply that unforced GMST variability is dependent on the background climatological
conditions, and thus climate model control simulations run under perpetual pre-industrial conditions may have only limited
relevance for understanding the unforced GMST variability of the future.

G

lobal mean surface air temperature (GMST) is one of
the most well-recognized metrics of climate change both
contemporarily and through deep time. On centennial
timescales, positive external radiative forcings, mostly due to
increased concentrations of well-mixed greenhouse gases, are
currently causing pronounced GMST warming1 . However, unforced
GMST change, which is spontaneously generated from interactions
internal to the ocean–atmosphere–land system, superimposes
variability on this long-term warming that can alternatively mask or
exaggerate externally forced signals for years to decades at a time2–4 .
Thus, to attribute past changes to human activities or to accurately
predict climate change on policy-relevant decadal timescales, robust
understanding of both the magnitude and mechanisms responsible
for unforced GMST variability is critical.
Three principal methodologies are typically used to surmise
information on the physics and statistics of contemporary unforced
GMST variability: unforced GMST variability is studied using the
output of coupled atmosphere–ocean global climate models run
under perpetual pre-industrial boundary conditions5–10 ; unforced
GMST variability is studied using observed or reconstructed data
sets spanning the most recent century to approximately the past
millennium11–17 ; and/or unforced GMST variability is studied in
climate model experiments that incorporate historical estimates of
time-varying external radiative forcings2,9,18–21 . Such studies could
be used to draw inferences about unforced GMST variability
in the future if it is assumed that GMST variability is moreor-less independent of the climatological GMST. However, given
that many features of the climate system are not independent of
absolute temperature, it is plausible that the physics and statistics
of GMST variability might not be conserved across a wide range
of climatological GMST values. For example, a warmer climate
is likely to be characterized by changes in mean sea-ice extent22 ,
hydrology22 , upper-ocean stratification23 , and surface energy budget
partitioning24 , all of which could impact GMST variability.

Previous work has emphasized changes in local surface air
temperature (SAT) variability with warming25–32 , but the purpose
of the present study is to examine how GMST variability may or
may not change as the underlying climate warms. We perform
detailed analysis on an experiment utilizing the fully coupled
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) CM3 climate
model, and we supplement this with results from an atmosphereonly GFDL AM3 experiment as well as relevant results from Phase 5
of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5; ref. 33)
archive (see Methods).

Response of GMST variability to GMST warming
First we compare approximately nine centuries of variability in
the fully coupled GFDL CM3 model run under perpetual preindustrial radiative boundary conditions with variability in the
same model after the climate system has equilibrated to a doubling
of atmospheric CO2 concentration (Fig. 1). The warming of the
climatological GMST (+4.8 K) is associated with a ∼43% reduction
(∼9% reduction per kelvin of GMST warming) in the temporal
standard deviation of low-frequency GMST variability (identified
with a 15-year lowess34 filter; see blue and red lines in Fig. 1a,b).
The reduction in variability is not specific to the definition of lowfrequency timescale—it occurs on virtually all timescales longer
than approximately a decade (see blue and red lines in Fig. 1c).
Not only is there a large change in the magnitude of lowfrequency GMST variability between the GFDL CM3 pre-industrial
control and 2 × CO2 runs, there is also an alteration in the
geographic origin of GMST variability. Figure 1d,e shows the local
SAT regression against low-frequency GMST variability, which
highlights the regions that contribute the most to GMST variability
in each run. Stippling represents ‘regions of significant influence’5
on GMST variability, which are locations that have a statistically
significant relationship between local SAT and GMST variability,
have local SAT variability that tends to lead GMST variability
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Figure 1 | Magnitude and geographic origin of GMST variability in the GFDL CM3 pre-industrial control and 2 × CO2 runs. a, Annual mean time series of
GMST variability (black) in the pre-industrial (PI) control run with the low-frequency component (15-year lowess smooth) shown in blue. b, As in a but in
the 2 × CO2 run. The time series in a and b are displayed as anomalies relative to their own GMST climatology but this climatology is 4.8 K warmer in the
2 × CO2 run. c, Power spectral density (smoothed with a 9-period running mean) of the two time series shown in a (blue) and b (red) with 1σ conﬁdence
intervals displayed. d, Local low-frequency SAT variability regressed against the standard deviation of low-frequency GMST variability in the pre-industrial
control run. e, As in d but for the 2 × CO2 run. Stippling in d and e represents ‘regions of signiﬁcant inﬂuence’5 , which highlight the locations (and by proxy
modes of variability) that have the most inﬂuence on GMST variability (see main text, and ref. 5 for more details).

in time, and have local SAT variability that tends to enhance
the magnitude of GMST variability. In the pre-industrial control
run, low-frequency GMST variability (hereafter, GMST variability)
is primarily associated with SAT variability over the Southern
Ocean and Antarctica (Fig. 1d). In the 2 × CO2 run, however,
the origin of GMST variability shifts to be almost exclusively
Northern Hemispheric in origin (Fig. 1e). In particular, GMST
variability becomes much more associated with the model’s Atlantic
Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) in the 2 × CO2 run (r 2 = 0.62)
compared with the pre-industrial control run (r 2 = 0.36), even
though the magnitude of AMO variability does not change between
the two runs (Supplementary Fig. 1).

Mechanisms underlying the change in GMST variability
Unforced variability in GMST can result from an internally
generated change in the net exchange of heat between the ocean
and atmosphere35–38 and/or from an internally generated change
in Earth’s top-of-atmosphere (TOA) energy budget6,39,40 . Therefore,
insight into the physical explanations for unforced GMST variability
can be gained by investigating lagged regression coefficients (crossregressions) between GMST and the net anomalous downward TOA
energy flux (↓N ) as well the net anomalous upward surface energy
flux (↑Q) (Fig. 2).
In the pre-industrial control run, positive ↓N anomalies tend
to precede positive GMST anomalies in time (black solid line
in Fig. 2a) and negative ↑Q anomalies tend to precede positive
GMST anomalies in time (black solid line in Fig. 2c), indicating a
tendency for net flow of energy from space to the ocean concurrent
with unforced GMST warming events. This relationship suggests
that internally generated ↓N imbalances tend to enhance GMST
variability. Of the four linearly additive components of ↓N (clearsky short-wave (↓clear SW); clear-sky long-wave (↓clear LW); cloud
radiative effect short-wave (↓cloud SW); cloud radiative effect longwave (↓cloud LW); see Methods), only the ↓clear LW damps GMST
variability (red solid line in Fig. 2a). Both the ↓cloud LW and
↓cloud SW components enhance GMST variability, but the largest
amplifying contribution comes from the ↓clear SW component
2

(blue dashed line Fig. 2a). The short-wave components of the energy
budget, both at the TOA and the surface (blue dashed line in Fig. 2c),
tend to lead GMST variability in time and thus appear to partially
drive GMST perturbations in the pre-industrial control run.
The spatial distribution of anomalous energy fluxes indicates
that the Southern Ocean is a key region responsible for producing
the ↓N variability that enhances GMST variability in the preindustrial control run. The dynamics of this Southern Ocean
variability appear to be consistent with those expounded on in
previous studies41–43 . Specifically, it has been shown that southwardflowing North Atlantic Deep Water can deposit relatively warm,
salty water at intermediate depths in the Southern Ocean. A large
reservoir of heat can build up if convection is initially inhibited
due to a relatively fresh surface layer and/or the presence of surface
sea ice that obstructs air–sea heat exchange. Eventually, stochastic
forcing via wind stress or surface salinity anomalies can cause
the onset of convection (represented by deepening of the mixed
layer; Supplementary Fig. 4e). During convection, saltier water
from mid-depth is transported to the surface where a rise in
salinity occurs (Supplementary Fig. 4f). As convection continues,
substantial anomalous surface heat flux from the high-latitude
Southern Ocean to the atmosphere occurs (Supplementary Fig. 5b)
realized primarily in the sensible and latent heat flux components
(Supplementary Fig. 5c,d). The excess energy is not damped to
space locally, as a large reduction in sea-ice extent causes a positive
anomalous ↓clear SW flux (Supplementary Fig. 6c), especially in the
summer (Supplementary Fig. 6i), and a net positive ↓N over the
Southern Ocean (Supplementary Fig. 6b).
In the 2 × CO2 run, the relationship between GMST, ↓N and
↑Q is fundamentally altered. Specifically, in the 2 × CO2 run,
anomalous GMST warmth tends to be preceded for several years
by negative ↓N values, in direct contrast to the pre-industrial
control run. This alteration of the relationship between GMST
and anomalous energy flow can be traced primarily to changes in
the summer half-year (Supplementary Figs 2 and 3). In particular,
the 2 × CO2 run experiences a large reduction in the ↓clear SW
component’s contribution to GMST change (see blue dashed line in
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Figure 2 | Relationship between GMST and the TOA and surface energy budgets in the GFDL CM3 pre-industrial control and 2 × CO2 runs.
a–d, Cross-regression (lagged linear least-squares regression coeﬃcients) between the low-frequency component of the labelled variables and the
standard deviation of the low-frequency component of GMST. TOA components are shown in a,b and surface components are shown in c,d for the
pre-industrial control run (a,c) and the 2 × CO2 run (b,d). Note that the y axis spans a smaller range in the 2 × CO2 run (b,d), indicating that the magnitude
of variability tends to be smaller. TOA components (a,b) are positive down while surface components (c,d) are positive up. The dashed black line is GMST
regressed against normalized GMST. The thickness of the conﬁdence intervals represents the 2σ range of regression coeﬃcients between time series with
similar autocorrelation but with no relation to one and other. See Methods section for further details on the calculation of the conﬁdence intervals.

Fig. 2a,b, noting that the y axis spans a smaller range in Fig. 2b than
in Fig. 2a), which is primarily due to a reduction in its summertime
magnitude (see blue dashed line in Supplementary Fig. 2c,d). This
effect is also apparent in the net surface short-wave component (see
blue dashed line in Fig. 2c,d and Supplementary Fig. 3c,d).
The 2 × CO2 run exhibits GMST variability that is associated
with the model’s AMO (Fig. 1e). This is consistent with an enhanced
contribution of North Atlantic latent and sensible heat flux to GMST
variability in this run (Supplementary Fig. 9c,d). Additionally, since
short-wave cloud feedback enhances the AMO44 , the 2 × CO2 run
is also characterized by a positive change in the contribution of ↓N
to GMST variability over the North Atlantic (Fig. 3e,b). Despite this
local increase, there is an overall reduction in the ↓N contribution
to GMST variability between the pre-industrial and 2 × CO2 runs
primarily due to a reduction over the Southern Ocean (Fig. 3b).
Specifically, over the Southern Ocean, climatological GMST warming is associated with a reduction in the climatological sea-ice extent
and associated climatological albedo (Supplementary Fig. 7c). This
causes a reduced contribution of ↓clear SW (Fig. 3c) and thus ↓N to
GMST variability. Seasonally, the summer half-year produces most
of the radiative change (see Supplementary Fig. 7i,o) because of the
vast seasonal difference in incident solar radiation at high latitudes.
Additionally, GMST warming has been shown to be associated
with stratification of the Southern Ocean and a reduced propensity
for the kind of sustained open-ocean convection that appeared
to influence GMST variability in the pre-industrial control
run23 . Indeed, the 2 × CO2 run shows a reduction in Southern
Ocean convection (Supplementary Fig. 10e), latent heat flux
(Supplementary Fig. 9c), and sensible heat flux (Supplementary
Fig. 9d) associated with GMST variability.

The changes in the magnitude and mechanisms of GMST
variability apparent in the GFDL CM3 model are qualitatively
reproduced in aggregate results from a subset of other CMIP5
models (see Methods and Supplementary Table 1). Specifically, we
find that CMIP5 models show a statistically significant (at the
90% confidence level), 26% reduction in the magnitude of GMST
variability (Supplementary Fig. 11) between their pre-industrial
control runs and the 2200–2300 time period of their RCP8.5 runs.
This amounts to a ∼3% reduction in GMST variability per kelvin
of climatological GMST warming. Also, qualitatively consistent
with the GFDL CM3 model, the reduction in GMST variability
largely emerges from a reduction in the high-latitude contribution
to this variability (Supplementary Fig. 12a), which stems from
a reduction in the ↓clear SW contribution to GMST variability
(Supplementary Fig. 12c). It has been shown that CMIP5 model
spread in the magnitude of GMST variability primarily originates
from differences in simulated variability at high latitudes45 . Thus,
a proportionately larger reduction in high-latitude variability in
a warmer climate also reduces inter-model spread in GMST
variability (Supplementary Fig. 11).
The CMIP5 models investigated here, however, show a large
diversity in their GMST variability response to climatological GMST
warming. At one end of the range, MPI-ESM-LR, bcc-cms1-1 and
CCSM4 simulate ∼55%, ∼50% and ∼44% reductions in GMST
variability between their pre-industrial control and RCP8.5 runs
(all ∼6% reduction per kelvin of climatological GMST warming).
On the other end of the continuum, the CNRM-CM5 model shows
a ∼7% increase in GMST variability between the two runs (∼1%
increase per kelvin of GMST warming). Future work is required to
understand this range of model behaviour.
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Figure 3 | Change in the TOA energy budget contribution to GMST variability between the GFDL CM3 pre-industrial control and 2 × CO2 runs.
a–f, Change in the local regression against the standard deviation of GMST for surface air temperature (a), net top-of-atmosphere radiative imbalance (b),
clear-sky short-wave top-of-atmosphere radiative imbalance (c), clear-sky long-wave top-of-atmosphere radiative imbalance (d), short-wave cloud
radiative eﬀect (e) and long-wave cloud radiative eﬀect (f). The global mean value of the variable is displayed for each panel. Stippling in panels represents
statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerences in regression coeﬃcients calculated using a Monte Carlo technique (see Methods).

Changes in local surface temperature variability
Previous studies have indicated that SAT variability may increase
over certain locations with warming26–32 . Therefore, it is of interest
to investigate whether the noted decrease in GMST variability
apparent in GFDL CM3 and the CMIP5 experiments applies
uniformly to the entirety of the Earth’s surface or if there is
substantial spatial heterogeneity. Figure 4a shows the fractional
change in local low-frequency SAT variability between the preindustrial control and 2 × CO2 runs of GFDL CM3. Consistent
with the results above, there is a large decrease in local variability
over the Arctic and Southern oceans associated with a reduction
in climatological sea-ice extent. The reduction of sea ice should
reduce local SAT variability both because it reduces the propensity
for albedo variability but also because the open ocean represents
greatly enhanced surface heat capacity compared with sea ice32 .
In contrast to the reduced SAT variability at high latitudes,
a large fraction of tropical and subtropical land areas actually
experience an increase in variability between the pre-industrial
control and 2 × CO2 runs. A similar effect is also seen in a supplementary model run where a free-running atmosphere was forced
with a uniform +4 K increase in sea surface temperatures (SSTs;
Fig. 4c, see Methods) as well as in the CMIP5 ensemble mean
4

(Supplementary Fig. 13a). The consistency of this effect between
these different sets of experiments indicates that the enhancement
of local SAT variability over some land regions is primarily driven by
the climatological warming itself rather than resulting from particular changes in large-scale ocean–atmosphere–sea-ice modes of variability or in the spatial pattern of sea surface temperature warming.
To illuminate the first-order causes of locally increased land
SAT variability, we compare mean changes in the surface energy
budget between land locations in which low-frequency SAT
variability increases with warming and land locations in which
low-frequency SAT variability decreases with warming in the two
GFDL model experiments (Fig. 4b,d) and in the CMIP5 runs
(Supplementary Fig. 13b). In all experiments, there is little difference
in climatological radiative surface energy availability (↓Rs , see
Methods) between the locations where SAT variability increases
and the locations where SAT variability decreases (that is, ↓Rs
changes similarly in Fig. 4b, ↓Rs changes similarly in Fig. 4d and
↓Rs changes similarly in Supplementary Fig. 13b). However, in all
experiments, climatological sensible heating (↑SH) increases more
and climatological latent heating (↑LE) increases less over locations
where SAT variability increases (Fig. 4c,d and Supplementary
Fig. 14b). This can be partially explained by moisture availability
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Figure 4 | Change in local temperature variability. a, Fractional change in the local temporal standard deviation of low-frequency SAT between the GFDL
CM3 pre-industrial control and 2 × CO2 runs (unitless). b, Change in the climatological energy ﬂux (W m−2 K−1 ) over land regions that experienced an
increase in SAT variability (red) and land regions that experienced a decrease in SAT variability (blue) between the GFDL CM3 pre-industrial control and
2 × CO2 runs. c, As in a but the fractional change between the GFDL AM3 observed SST run and +4 K SST run (see Methods). d, As in b but change
between the GFDL AM3 observed SST run and +4 K SST run. In b and d ↑SH is upward sensible heat ﬂux, ↑LE is upward latent heat ﬂux, ↓Rs is the net
downward radiation, and ↓LP is the latent heat of vaporization times the precipitation. ↓LP is shaded grey to indicate that it is not formally part of the
energy budget but is used here as a proxy for water availability. The vertical error bars represent the standard error across all grid points accounting for
spatial autocorrelation (see Methods).

(approximated here as precipitation multiplied by the latent heat
of vaporization, ↓LP), which increases less over regions where SAT
variability increases. Thus, land regions where local SAT variability
increases tend to be regions where moisture availability declines
with warming. Over these locations, incident radiation variability
is able to have a stronger influence on SAT variability, because
proportionally more incident radiation is converted to sensible
(rather than latent) heat flux46 . Many low- to mid-latitude land
regions should fit this description, since land amplification of
warming is likely to cause an increase in aridity24,46–48 .

Discussion
We show here that the magnitude of low-frequency unforced
GMST variability is substantially reduced in the GFDL CM3 climate
model after a doubling of CO2 from pre-industrial levels and that
the mechanisms responsible for that variability are fundamentally
altered. In particular, the modes of variability primarily responsible
for generating GMST variability are shifted in space, and the net
flow of energy associated with unforced warming events changes
from being into the climate system to out of the climate system (vice
versa for unforced cooling events). We find that a primary reason for
this shift is the reduction in high-latitude surface albedo variability
that results from a climatological reduction in albedo. Finally,
we find that local variability over many tropical and subtropical
land areas increases with global warming despite the reduction in
GMST variability.
A number of caveats should be stressed with regard to this
study. Reasons for caution include the attribute that the GFDL CM3
model has unusually large GMST variability in its pre-industrial
control run5 as well as a 2 × CO2 climate sensitivity towards the

upper range of the CMIP5 ensemble range49 . Taken together, these
features may indicate that the reduction of GMST variability with
a doubling of CO2 may be exaggerated in GFDL CM3 compared
with reality. As discussed above, the CMIP5 models investigated
here show a smaller mean change in unforced GMST variability
between their pre-industrial control and RCP8.5 runs (∼3% per
kelvin of climatological GMST warming on average compared with
∼9% per kelvin of climatological GMST warming in GFDL CM3).
Also, climate models differ substantially in the geographic origin
and generating mechanisms of their unforced GMST variability5 ,
and thus changes in the generating mechanisms of GMST variability
are likely to vary substantially from model to model.
Thus, we emphasize that the results from the GFDL CM3
model should not necessarily be interpreted as a robust quantitative
forecast of future variability change. Instead the results of this
study serve to demonstrate that the magnitude and mechanisms
of unforced GMST variability may depend critically on the
climatological GMST. This finding indicates that some traditional
means of studying GMST variability (for example, investigating preindustrial control runs or palaeo-reconstructions of past variability)
may be of limited utility for surmising information on the behaviour
of unforced GMST variability in a warmer climate.

Methods
Methods, including statements of data availability and any
associated accession codes and references, are available in the
online version of this paper.
Received 13 October 2016; accepted 3 August 2017;
published online 4 September 2017
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Methods
Removal of model drift. All GFDL model data were detrended at the grid level
with empirical mode decomposition50,51 , preventing non-physical model drift from
contaminating our analysis of variability.

Clear SW is the clear-sky short-wave component, clear LW is the clear-sky
long-wave component, cloud SW is the short-wave cloud radiative effect and cloud
LW is the long-wave cloud radiative effect.
Surface energy budget. The surface energy budget is defined in the typical way,

Low-frequency variability. We define the low-frequency component of variability
using a 15-year lowess smooth34 of a given time series. The conclusions of this
study are unaltered when using a different filter (15-year running mean) and/or a
different timescale (25 years).
Pre-industrial versus 2 × CO2 runs of the coupled GFDL CM3 model. GFDL
CM3 is a coupled climate model with dynamic ocean, atmosphere, sea-ice52 and
land53,54 components55–57 . The ocean model has a 1◦ tripolar 360 × 200 horizontal
resolution, with 50 levels in the vertical52 . The atmospheric model utilizes a 200 km
horizontal resolution (C48L48) with 48 vertical levels up to 0.01 hPa (ref. 56). The
coupled model features interactive aerosol58 and atmospheric chemistry59 but does
not simulate ocean biogeochemistry or ice-sheet dynamics. We investigate changes
in unforced variability between GFDL CM3’s pre-industrial control run and a run
that has experienced a doubling of CO2 from pre-industrial values (1% yr−1 ) and
has reached a new equilibrium state. We use the last 860 years of each run to ensure
that the models were near equilibration. This meant that we omitted the first
220 years from the 1,080-year pre-industrial control run and the first 1,920 years
from the 2,780 year 1% yr−1 2 × CO2 run, the latter so as not to include the
transient warming phase and the subsequent slow equilibration to the new
boundary conditions.
AMO. We define the AMO as the low-frequency component of the spatially
weighted mean sea surface temperature between 7.5◦ W and 75◦ W and 0◦ and
65◦ N in the Atlantic Ocean.
Current SST versus uniform +4 K SST of the GFDL AM3 model. To isolate the
role of atmospheric/surface process from the role ocean–atmosphere–sea-ice
processes, we conduct an experiment set where the atmospheric component of
GFDL CM3 (AM3) is forced by annually repeating climatological seasonal cycles of
SSTs and sea ice (Fig. 4c,d). We compare a run forced with a climatological seasonal
cycle of SSTs and sea ice60 repeated annually to an identical run but with a uniform
+4 K increase of SSTs. In the +4 K SST run, sea ice and vegetation were held
constant. We investigate 200 years of variability in this experiment set. Note that
GMST change in the uniform SST warming run (4.6 K) is very similar to the
magnitude of the GMST change between the pre-industrial control and 2 × CO2
coupled model runs (4.8 K).
Change in unforced variability with warming in CMIP5 runs. The CMIP5
experiment design did not include equilibrated runs under a 2 × CO2 condition
and thus it was impossible to directly compare results between the GFDL CM3
experiment and other CMIP5 models. However, as a substitution for a direct
comparison, we investigate how unforced low-frequency variability changed in
fully coupled CMIP5 models between their pre-industrial control runs
(first 200 years) and the years 2200–2300 of their RCP8.5 runs. The post-2200 time
period was selected because there is little change in radiative forcing thereafter61 .
However, models are not equilibrated in the year 2200. Thus, to isolate
unforced variability from forced variability, we regress-out the multi-model
mean of a given variable’s response at the grid level. Both the pre-industrial
control and RCP8.5 time periods were also subjected to detrending using empirical
mode decomposition to ensure time series were stationary prior to further
analysis50,51 . Nine CMIP5 models were available (with our required variables) with
both pre-industrial control and post-2200 RCP8.5 data archived
(Supplementary Table 1).
Components of ↓N . The net anomalous top-of-atmosphere energy imbalance,
↓N (W m−2 ), can be decomposed into four linearly additive components
(↓N = [↓clear SW] + [↓clear LW] + [↓cloud SW] + [↓cloud LW])62 , where
(1)

↓clear LW = [−↑LWclearsky ]

(2)

↓cloud SW = [↓SW − ↑SWallsky ] − [↓SW − ↑SWclearsky ]
(3)

↓cloud LW = [−↑LWallsky ] − [−↑LWclearsky ]
= ↑LWclearsky − ↑LWallsky

(5)

In Fig. 4, ↓Rs is the downward-oriented net radiative imbalance,
↓Rs = [↓SW − ↑SW] + [↓LW − ↑LW]

(6)

Confidence intervals for cross-regressions of Fig. 2. To create the confidence
intervals for the cross-regression coefficients shown in Fig. 2, we used the
Monte Carlo method described in the following steps: at each time lag, AR(2) noise
models were fitted to both sub-samples of the time series under consideration
using Akaike information criterion; 10,000 synthetic time series were created for
each of the two input samples; all time series were smoothed using a 15-year lowess
filter; 10,000 regression coefficients were calculated between the two groups of
synthetic time series; the 5th/95th percentile range of the regression coefficients
was used as the range of the confidence interval.
Statistical significance of changes in local regression coefficients against GMST
in Fig. 3. To identify statistically significant changes in the regression coefficients
against GMST between GFDL CM3’s 2 × CO2 and pre-industrial control runs
(Fig. 3), we used the Monte Carlo method described in the following steps: AR(2)
noise models were fitted to both sets of time series under consideration for both
runs (four noise models in total) using the Akaike information criterion;
10,000 synthetic time series were created for each of the two input time series for
each run (40,000 times series in total); time series were smoothed using a 15-year
lowess filter; 10,000 regression coefficients were calculated between the two time
series for each run (20,000 regression coefficients in total); a distribution of the
difference between the regression coefficients was created; the 5th and
95th percentiles of the difference distribution were noted; if the measured
difference in the regression coefficients was less than the 5th percentile or greater
than the 95th percentile of the synthetic distribution, that difference was deemed to
be statistically significant.
Error bars in Fig. 4b,d. Figure 4b,d displays standard errors of the
mean differences between the model runs for a number of variables.
These standard errors were calculated so that they accounted for spatial
autocorrelation in the following way: for a given variable (for example,
sensible heat flux), the map of the difference between the two runs was
considered; at each latitude between 70◦ N and 70◦ S, the decorrelation length
scale in the zonal direction was computed (the decorrelation length scale was
defined as the number of grid points that it took for the spatial autocorrelation
function to drop below 1/e); the map-mean decorrelation length scale was
calculated by averaging together the zonal decorrelation length scales with
cosine weights; the effective number of independent grid points on the map (Neff )
was then calculated as the original number of grid points divided by the
map-mean decorrelation length scale; Neff was then used in the calculation of the
standard error.
Data availability. The CMIP5 data used for this study can be downloaded at
http://cmip-pcmdi.llnl.gov/cmip5/data_portal.html and the GFDL model data can
be downloaded at http://nomads.gfdl.noaa.gov:8080/DataPortal/cmip5.jsp. Other
data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding
author upon request.
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